
The Standard of Innovation

A cabinet is never just a cabinet; each one is a 
personal statement that reflects our vision and 
love for our craft.
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What’s new:

RHB250 RHB390 RHB500

Broan Ventilation - 

Every kitchen needs ventilation. The fact is, the kitchen is a primary source of poor indoor air 
quality. Excessive moisture, smoke, and air-borne particulate quickly infiltrates every room in 
your home. Whether it’s a focal point in your kitchen, or concealed in custom cabinetry, trust 
Broan—the leader in residential ventilation—to provide the optimal solution. 

Color Chip Boxes -

Unlike a brochure or web-site, a color chip can offer a true 
representation of our various stains and paint. Included in 
this new offering is a sample of all our available wood 
species, with corresponding finishes, in a sturdy box which 
neatly keeps them together. Order your set today!

Lift Door Wall Cabinets -

Our LDW cabinets (Lift Door Wall) add needed functional storage as well as beauty to 
your kitchen design. Our Lift Door Wall cabinet doors lift up from the bottom, and swing up 
and out of the way. They stay wherever you stop the cabinet door, making them best for 
cabinets above the refrigerator, accent cabinets, and wall cabinets.

LDW cabinetry will be available in the following sizes:

LDW1818 LDW2418 LDW3018 LDW3618
LDW1824 LDW2424 LDW3024 LDW3624



Continuous Improvement:

Trimmable Microwave Cabinet - 

In 2019, the latest kitchen trends included hi tech gadgets and 
larger appliances. These newer trends allow for functionality 
and family time to be combined. In order to keep up with these 
trends, we will be introducing a new Trimmable Microwave 
Cabinet. Following the same specifications as our current 
TMWC, this particular model will add an additional 3” of bottom 
opening to accommodate larger microwaves.

Drawer Bottoms -

For more stability and stronger support, a 3” rail will, to the center of drawers from front to 
back on drawers longer than 24”, will be part of our standard construction.

To continue to be a top company, you have to know how to keep up with trends in your 
industry. Here’s a quick sneak peek at some of the new products we are launching soon. 
Stay tuned for more updates!

The cabinet door style, along with your choice of species and paint or stain selection, sets 
the style and look of your entire kitchen. Nations Cabinetry already offers a wide variety to 
choose from, and soon there’ll be more!

What’s to Come:

New Door 
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Aluminum 
Doors

Aluminum 
Door

Sample Kits


